
6.0 Powerstroke Check Over List 

Use this list to give a 6.0 Powerstroke a quick health analysis.  The visual checks can be done 

without any special equipment.  The second group will require at least a scan tool to perform. 

Visual Checks: 

- Coolant level and degas bottle area – Take a look at the coolant level.  If it is extremely low that 

may be a sign that coolant is pushing out or leaking.  Notice the area around the coolant cap for 

discoloration from constant coolant leaking out under the cap.  This could be a sign of bad head 

gaskets.  Topping off the coolant and running the truck hard then rechecking this area for 

wetness will let you know if there may be a head gasket issue over pressuring the coolant 

system 

- Air filter housing – Pay special attention the back section of the factory air filter box.  It is very 

common for people to lose the metal clips that secure the back to the air filter.  If these clips are 

missing and the back is not secured to the filter, dirt and debris can get into the engine.   

- Intercooler boots and plastic pipe – The rubber intercooler boots located on either side of each 

intercooler pipe need to be checked for tears.  If they are extremely oil soaked, it may be a good 

idea to replace them.  Any leak of tear in the rubber boot will result in a dramatic loss in power 

and mileage.  Also check over the plastic driver’s side intercooler pipe (if equipped) for cracks in 

the expansion joint on the bottom end.   

- Intercooler -  You may need a flash light to check the intercooler out.  Look on the ends on 

either side where the plastic tanks are crimped on to the center section.  It is very common for 

these joints to spread and cause a boost leak.  Usually you will be able to spot them due to a 

large amount of oil leaking there. 

- Oil and Fuel Filter caps – The two plastic caps for the oil filter and fuel filters sometimes will be 

cracked and leaking.  Inspect them closely for any wetness.  Also note if the oil filter cap is one 

of the tall version or a regular stock cap.  If it is a tall version, it is suggested to remove it and 

ensure that the proper filter is installed.  If there is any question at all about it, replace it with a 

stock cap and filter. 

- Oil Cap Blow By – With the engine running, remove the oil fill cap.  You are looking for excessive 

crankcase pressure.  All truck will usually have some pressure out of the oil fill depending on the 

wear of the engine.  A good rule of thumb is if you can set the cap over the open hole and it isn’t 

blown off by the pressure, the pressure is acceptable.   

- Batteries – Inspect the battery terminals for corrosion and “green cheese” build up.  If the 

battery terminals are not maintained, poor connections will cause problems with the electrical 

system.   

- Clutch fan plug – The plug for the electric clutch fan is located on the top of the fan shroud.  

Take a good look at the plug and the wires running down to the fan.  This plug and wiring is 

regularly damaged or not plugged from past service.   

- Exhaust up pipes – You will need to slide under the truck with a flash light and look up from the 

exhaust manifold outlet to the turbo inlet.  The up pipes have expansion joints in them that 

commonly leak.  If they are leaking you will see black soot on the pipes, engine, or firewall.  A 

leak here can severely affect engine performance.  



- Exhaust Manifolds – While you are checking the up pipes, take a good look at the exhaust 

manifolds themselves.  Look for missing bolts and/or black soot around the exhaust ports.  

Exhaust leaks here can also affect engine performance. 

- Serpentine Belt and idlers – While the belt is easy to see, the idler pulleys are a little tougher to 

observe.  Give them a good look with the engine off and then also observe them with the engine 

running.  Look for wobbling or shaking pulleys that could be ready for replacement. 

- Glow Plug wires – The glow plug harnesses run between the valve cover and exhaust manifolds 

on each head.  Look for melted or broken wires.  Also look for signs of oil seepage where each 

plug goes into the head.   

- Oil Cooler Area – Look in the valley below the oil filter housing.  The oil cooler is under the 

square cover.  This area is prone to leaks from multiple gaskets.  If you see fresh oil laying 

around it, it may require all new oil cooler gaskets to be replaced. 

- FICM Plugs – Look at the three plugs that connect to the back side of the fuel injector control 

module.  They sometimes will wiggle loose or the clips that secure them will be broken from a 

previous service.  All three plugs should be tight and firmly pushed into the FICM. 

- Bed Plate or Rear main seal leaks – While under the truck, look at the bellhousing and back of 

the oil pan area.  Oil leaks here are common.  If you look down the side of the block, you can 

sometimes see leaks from the bedplate gasket that will run towards the back of the engine.  Oil 

pans are also starting to rust out on these trucks causing oil leaks as well.  Inspect this entire 

area well for leaks. 

- Valve cover leaks – Inspect the valve covers on each side for leaks.  Missing or loose bolts are 

usually the culprits of leaks found here.   

- Map Sensor Hose – Remove the wire loom that covers the hose that runs from the intake 

manifold to the map sensor on the passenger side firewall above the heater box.  This hose 

becomes brittle over time and can crack.  A leak here will lead to very poor performance and 

low power.   

- Lower Radiator hose – Check this hose for signs of rubbing on other components and for the 

rubber breaking down.  This hose is a common failure point from rubbing or oil saturation.   

Scanner / Next level tests: 

- Trouble Codes – Check the truck for diagnostic trouble codes with a scan tool.  A list of all 6.0 

Powerstroke codes is included at the end of the document.   

- FICM voltage – With a scan tool or volt meter, check the FICM main power voltage at startup.  It 

should register 46-48 volts at all times.  If the voltage drops below 45, either the FICM needs 

replaced or the FICM relay may be going bad. 

- Fuel Pressure – Connect a manual pressure gauge to the test port on the front of the upper fuel 

filter housing.  Fuel pressure should 45-50 psi.  Make sure to test under full load conditions as a 

weak pump or regulator may not show up with the engine idling.   

- Boost pressure – Boost pressure should build quickly.  Most cruising speeds should produce 

about 3-8 psi.  Full throttle should see a max of 20-25 psi. 

- High Pressure Oil – This will need to be monitored with a scan tool.  Oil pressure should build 

quickly to 500 psi that the computer will need to see to fire the injectors.  If the oil pressure 

builds slowly, there may be a high pressure oil leak. 



- Oil Temp – Check oil and coolant temp with a scan tool. Bring the engine up to operating 

temperature.  The difference between the two temps should remain no more than 15 degrees 

apart.  If the oil temps stay higher than that spread, the oil cooler will need to be replaced.   

 


